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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a prime and let 71 be a translation plane of order p2 that admits 
a nonsolvable and reducible collineation group. Then it can be shown that 
the last term of the derived series of the group is isomorphic to X(2, 5), 
SL(2,p), or SL(2, 5) x SL(2,5). There are many known examples in the 
first or second case. However, the only known examples in the third case 
are the planes of type R*p [3], where p = 11, 19, 29, or 59. 
The aim of this paper is to study translation planes of order p* admitting 
X(2, 5) x SL(2,5) and construct several new planes with this property. 
The terminology we use is standard and can be found in [l] or [3]. 
2. NONSOLVABLE AND REDUCIBLE GROUPS 
Let rc be a translation plane of order q =p” with p a prime and V= V(z) 
its underlying vector space. If G is a subgroup of the translation com- 
plement C(n), we often identify C,(G) = {DE VIvG= v} with the fixed 
structure of G in n. Each line passing through the zero vector 0 of V is said 
to be a component and the spread of rc is the set of all components of V. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X, V, G ( # 1) be as above and assume that G fixes a 
Baer subplane pointwise. Let A denote the set of components fixed by G. Set 
W= C,(G) and ;I= ((U+ W)/WI UEA}. Then 
order(i) 2 
J 
1s a spread of B = V/W and so 2 defines a translation plane 71 of 
q on r; 
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(ii) G fixes each component of A. In particular G induces on 7 a group 
of kern homologies of I?. 
ProoJ Let I# FE;~ and let ticXn F Set u=x+u=y+w, where 
XE X,VE Y, and v, WE W. Then x-y=xg-yg for l#geG as 
x-y=w-VE W.Hencex-xg=y-yg~Xn Y={O},sox~ Wand;=& 
Thus IUX~-{O}/=(&-l)(&+l)=/V-{O}l, whereXrunsoveral1 
elements of /i. Therefore the lemma holds. 
We now assume that q =p2 and set K = GF(p). Clearly V is a 4-dimen- 
sional vector space over K. By the lemma above we now prove a 
proposition concerned with a collineation group which is nonsolvable and 
acts reducibly on V. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let Gem) denote the last term of the derived series of 
G. rf GCx’ # 1, then one of the following holds. 
(i) G(O”) 2: SL(2,p). 
(ii) 5/p’- 1, G(“)= SL(2, 5), and G(“) is a group of affine 
homologies. 
(iii) 5 Ip2 - 1 and G’“’ N SL(2,5) x X(2, 5). 
Proof. V can be regarded as a KG-module. By assumption, I’ is 
reducible. There exists a KG-submodule W such that 0 # W# V. Let m be 
the dimension of W over K. If m = 3, then W has p2 +p + 1 K-submodules 
of I/. Therefore W contains a unique component and this is a KG-sub- 
module of V. If m = 1, then the unique component which contains W is a 
KG-submodule of I’. Thus without loss of generality we may assume that 
m = 2. 
Set S= G(“) and X= SW. Here SW is the pointwise stabilizer of Win S. 
First suppose that S = X. Since S is nonsolvable, W is not a Baer subplane 
by Lemma 2.l(ii). Hence W is a component of rc. From this S is a group of 
perspectivities with axis W. If p 1 ISI, then S is a nonsolvable Frobenius 
group. Thus lOP( >p2 and O,(S) is a group of elations of order p2, so 7~ 
must be a semilield plane of order p2. Consequently n is desarguesian. Since 
S is not solvable, this is a contradiction. Therefore p 1 ISI and S is 
a Frobenius complement. As S= [S, S], we have (ii) by Corollary 3.5 
of [3]. 
Next suppose that S# X. Then S/X is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
SL(2, p). Therefore S/X N SL(2, 5) or SL(2, p), p 3 7. 
Suppose that X is nonsolvable. Then X(“) II SL(2, 5) and X is a 
Frobenius complement by a similar argument as above. Assume X# X’“‘. 
Then there exists a subgroup Y of X such that S D Y DX(“) and X/Y is 
cyclic. Since S = [S, S] and the Schur multiplier of SL(2, r) with r a prime 
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is trivial [2], this is a contradiction. Thus X= Xuo). Set C= C,(X). As 
S/C< Aut(SL(2, 5)), C is not solvable. Therefore S= CX. Let U be a 
coaxis of X. Then S”, the restriction of S on U, is isomorphic to SL(2, 5) 
or SL(2,p), p > 7. Set T= S,. Then S D T and T< C. Thus S= TX and 
XN TE SL(2, 5). 
Suppose now that X is solvable. If W is a Baer subplane, then the order 
of X is not divisible by p2. Using Lemma 2.1 (ii), each Sylow subgroup of X 
is cyclic in any case. Thus it can be shown that X= 1 by a similar argument 
as above. 
3. THE CASE G N SL(2, 5) x SL(2, 5) 
In the rest of this paper we consider the translation planes with the 
following property. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. x is a translation plane of order p2 with p a prime and 
the translation complement of 7~ contains a subgroup G isomorphic to 
SL(2, 5) x SL(2,5). 
In this section we shall derive some basic properties of the spread sets of 
the planes above. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let V be the underlying vector space of Z. A basis for V can 
be chosen so that the group is represented in the form V= Wx W, 
G=H,xH,, Hl=(({ i)IhEH}, H,={(i y)jhEH}. Here GL(2,p)> 
H N SL(2, 5) and 0 denotes a 2 by 2 zero matrix. 
Proof: Since Z(G) N Z, x Z,, G acts reducibly on V. Set G = H, x HZ, 
where H, E H, N SL(2,5). As we have seen in the proof of Proposition 2.2, 
H, and H, are groups of homologies. Let X= {(x, O)( XE W> and 
Y= {(O>Y)~YE W> b e axes of H, and H,, respectively. Then H, or HZ acts 
faithfully on X or Y, respectively. Hence we may regard H, and H, as sub- 
groups of GL(2, p). Furthermore GL(2, p) has a unique subgroup 
isomorphic to SL(2, 5) up to conjugacy by Theorem 14.16 of [3]. By 
choosing a suitable basis for W, we may assume that H, = H x 1 <H x H 
and H, = 1 x H < H x H for some subgroup H of GL( W) isomorphic to 
SL(2, 5). 
Let A denote the spread of 71. Let UE n with U# X, Y. Then 
U = {(w, wg) 1 w  E W} for some element g E GL( W) (Section 2 of [3]). We 
denote U by L(g). Furthermore set X= L(O), Y = L( co). Let ,E denote the 
set of all elements h of GL( W) u (0) such that L(h) E A. ,E is called a 
spread set corresponding to rc or A. We can regard C as a subset of 
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GL(2,p)u (0). Put C* =C- (0) and ii*=/l- {L(O), L(a)}. For a 
subset E, of C, we set L(C,) = {L(g) (g E C,}. 
LEMMA 3.3. (i) Let L(g)EA*. Then L(g)G=L(GgH). 
(ii) There exist g,, . . . . g, E GL(2, p) such that 
C* = Hg, Hv ... u Hg,H. 
Proof. Let s = (t &) E G. Then L(g) s = L(h ~’ gh’) and hk’gh’ E E*. 
Thus (i) holds and from this (ii) follows. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let g E GL(2,p) and set X= Hn Hg-‘. Then HgH= HfH 
and Xf = X for some f e GL(2, p). 
Proof. Since X, Xg d H, and HE SL(2, p), Xh = Xg for some h E H. Set 
f = gh ~ ‘. Then Xf = X and HgH = HfH. 
LEMMA 3.5. Consider L(g) with g E C*. Then IL(g)GI = 120n, where 
n~{l, 5, 6, 10, 12,20, 30,60} andn=IH:HnHgm’l. 
Proof: Set m= IL(g) GI. By Lemma 3.3, m= IHI x IH: Hn Hg-‘l. Set 
J=Z(H)-Z,.SinceSL(2,5)-H~HnHg-‘>,JandH/J-A,,itfollows 
that m = 120~2, where n E (1, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, 60). Therefore it 
suffices to show that n # 15. 
Assume n = 15 and set X = H n Hg-‘. Then X is a quaternion of order 8. 
Moreover HgH = HfH, X’= X for some f~ GL(2, p) by Lemma 3.4. Let N 
be the normalizer of X in GL(2, p) and set M= N n H, Z= Z(GL(2, p)). 
Then S, N N/ZDMZ/Z N A, and so NDMZ n SL(2, p) = M. This implies 
that X = H n Hfa M, a contradiction. 
4. SOME NEW PLANES 
In this section a class of translation planes which contains all planes of 
type R*p [3, p. 781 is investigated. Let n be a plane satisfying Hypothesis 
3.1 and the following. 
HYPOTHESIS 4.1. There exists a G-orbit r on 1 oo, the line at infinity, 
such that IQ’/ < 120 for any Q E 1 o. -r. 
DEFINITION 4.2. If Irl # 1, then Irl = 120n for some n E { 1, 5, 6, 10, 12, 
20, 30, 60) by Lemma 3.5. We call rr a plane of type R,*p. 
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Remark 4.3. Any plane of type R*p satisfies Hypotheses 3.1 and 4.1. In 
this case each orbit on 1 m is of length 1 or 120. That is, any plane of type 
R*p is of type R:p. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let L(g) E A with g # 0, CC and assume jL(g)GJ = 120. 
Then L(g)=L(kH) (= {L(kx)lxEH))for some scalar kEK* =K- (0). 
ProoJ By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, L(g) G = L(HgH) and H= Hgm’. Let N 
be the normalizer of H in GL(2, p) and Z = Z(GL(2, p)). Then g E N = ZH 
by Theorem 14.6 of [3]. Thus we have the lemma. 
A nonempty subset of GL(2, p) u { 0} is said to be compatible if s - t is 
nonsingular for any distinct s and t in the set. 
LEMMA 4.5. H is compatible. 
Proof: Suppose false. Then s - t is singular for some distinct s and t in 
H. From this s-‘r - 1 is singular. Since s-lr E H, s-‘t has an eigenvalue 1 
with multiplicity 2. This forces s -‘t = 1 and so s = t. This is not the case. 
LEMMA 4.6. Set F = (k E KI k” = 1 for some m E { 2, 3, 5 } } and let 
k 1, . . . . k, be elements of K* such that k,H # kjH for any distinct i and j. If 
k,Hv . . v k,H is compatible, then ab&’ # F for all distinct a and b in 
(k, > . . . . k, >. 
ProoJ Suppose ab-’ = k E F and k” = 1, where m = 2, 3, or 5. Let x 
be an element of H of order m. Then xi has an eigenvalue k for an i 
with 1 did m - 1. This implies ab-’ -xi is singular, contrary to the 
compatibility. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let 71 be a plane of type R,*p and let C be its corresponding 
spread set. Then X:* = k,H v ... uk,HuHsHfor some kiEK* (l<i<r) 
andsEGL(2,p) withn=IH:HnH”-‘I. 
ProoJ The lemma follows immediately from Lemmas 3.3, 4.4, and 4.5. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let E be a plane of type R,*p and let u be a prime such that 
ul (IHI, IK*I)= (12O,p- 1). Then 
dm<p<6O/u+ (60/u)2-120/u+1+120n. 
ProoJ Clearly I HsHl d 11 o. I - 2 = 120r + I HsHl. By Lemmas 4.6 and 
4.7, 120n dp2 - 1 d 120n + (p - 1)/u x 120. Thus the lemma holds. 
By using this lemma, we know that the possibility for n and p is as 
follows. 
58?a/48/2-4 
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LEMMA 4.9. Let n be a plane of type R,*p. Then one of the following 
holds. 
(1) n= 1 andp= 11, 19, 29, or 59. 
(2) n = 5 and p = 29, 31, or 59. 
(3) n=6 andp=29, 31, 41, or 59. 
(4) n= 10 andp=41 or 59. 
(5) n = 12 andp=41 or 59. 
(6) n=20 andp=59 or 61. 
(7) n=30 andp=61, 71, 79, or 89. 
(8) n=60 andp=89. 
As we have mentioned in Remark 4.3, any plane of type R*p is of type 
R1 *p. Conversely, we have 
LEMMA 4.10. Any plane of type R,*p is of type R*p. 
Proof Let K, be the group of kern homologies of rr. By Lemma 4.9( 1 ), 
p = 11, 19, 29, or 59. Let g E C* and set N = { (6 ,-Ya) 1 h E H}. Then we can 
verify that N< G and NK, is transitive on the set of the nonzero affine 
points on L(g). A similar argument is applicable to the case L(0) or L( co ). 
In order to construct a spread set explicitly we define H in two ways 
according as 51p+l or 51p-1. If 51p+l, set x=(: rr:l), y=((,O-, t), 
z=xy,wherea2+5a+1=Oandab2+b=1,withaandbinK.If5Ip-1, 
set x=(6 J?,), y=(f Ad), z=xy, where c#l, c’=l, c2d+c-d=O, 
d2 + e + 1 = 0, with c, d, and e in K. For each prime listed in Lemma 4.9, 
we choose {a, b) or {c, d, e} such that (p, a, b)= (19,2, lo), (29, 3, 3), 
(59, 31, 6), (79, 47, 19), (89, 77, 25) or (p, c, d, e) = (11, 3, 1, 9), 
(31,2, 20,2), (41, 10, 38, 31), (61,9,22, 3), (71, 5, 56, 58). Then, in any 
case, x5= -y2=z3=1 and H=(x,y)-SL(2,5). 
Set J= Z(H) 2: Z, and B= H/J. Furthermore, let X, denote a subgroup 
of H of index n E (5, 6, 10, 12, 20, 30) and set X, = ( yX, z), 1, = (x, y”“), 
X,, = (z, x3ysi), X,, = (x), X,, = (z), X,, = (y). Then R, ‘1: A,, 
FG = D,,, xi, N D,, xi, N Z,, XzO 1: Z,, X30 N Z,. Here D, denotes a 
dihedral group of order m. 
As rr is a plane of type R,*p, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that 
(4.11) s may be chosen so that X,, = H n H”-’ and (X,)S = X,. 
By Theorem 14.1 of [3] and by direct calculation, the following fact can 
be shown. 
(4.12) Let N, denote the normalizer of X, in GL(2,p) and set 
Z = Z(GL(2, p)). Then we have 
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(i) Case n = 5: N, = X,2< s,,x3ysp), s, = (“+1~,$&20bz 4a+3;lab~?‘$+ 5) 
if 51p+ 1, and s,=(‘$fd cZl,zd) if 5/p-l. 
(ii) Case n=6 or 10: N,=X,Z(s,). If 51p+l, s,=(;; f) and 
SlO = ( -<g*(g) .+%+). If 51p-1, s,=(A ?l)andslo=(‘c$~~‘d -$+i)d). 
(iii) Case n = 12, 20, or 30: N,,= Y,(N, n H), where Y, is the 
centralizer of X, in GL(2,p). 
By the definition of a spread set, we have 
(4.13) The necessary and sufficient condition for the set z to be a spread 
set is that 
(i) The determinant of g” - h is not zero for any g E H- X, and 
h E H. 
(ii) The determinant of k,’ k,- h is not zero for any h E H and 
distinct i andj. 
We can determine all possible spread sets by using computer. The 
procedure is as follows. (See (4.11)-(4.13) and Lemma 4.9.) 
(I) Determination of all double coset representatives s such that 
HsH is compatible. 
(II) Determination of all scalars ki such that kiHu HsH is 
compatible. 
(III) Determination of all sets of scalars {ki 1 1 6 i < r} such that 
k, H u . . . u k, H u HsH is a spread set. Here r = (p2 - 1)/120 - rz. 
All inequivalent spread sets obtained in this way are as follows: 
p=31 and 
C,={O{u{l,3,11)HuHsoH, C, = (0) u { 1,7,13} Hu Hs,H, 
C, = (0) u {3,4,5} Hu Hs,H, Z,= (0) u {4,6, 13) Hu Hs,H. 
Here so= (2 ,:). 
p=59and 
&={O}u{kI1~k~29,k#7,8,11,19,25}HuH(,~ ;;)H, 
~6={~)u{k~1dk~29,k#5,11,14,16,17,19}HuH(2~ ,;)H, 
c,= (0) u {kl 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 14, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27) H 
u f&f 3;) H. 
Denote by xi the translation plane corresponding to Ci with 1 6 i< 7. 
Then the results are summarized as follows. 
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THEOREM 4.14. Let II be a translation plane of type R,*p. Then p < 59 and 
one of the following occurs. 
0) n is isomorphic to one of the fourteen planes of type R*p, where 
p = 11, 19, 29, or 59, described in Section 18 of [3]. 
(ii) p=31, n=5, andzrr.x,,rcn2,n3,0r n4. 
(iii) p=59,n=5,andn-71,. 
(iv) p=59,n=6,andz2:x6. 
(v) p=59,n=12,andz=x,. 
Remark 4.15. Let C, be the translation complement of ni and I& the 
group of kern homologies for each i with 1 < i < 7. Then, by the standard 
arguments, one can show the following. 
(i) Ci=K,G for i= 1 or 2. 
(ii) Ci=K,G(t), h w  ere t2 E K, and t exchanges L(0) for L( co ) for 
each i with 36i<7. 
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